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Elections on Wednesday, May
13 will decide the fate of five RRCC
students and the Student
Association. Polls will be open
from 10am until 2pm.
There are four positions to be
filled and only five people running.
Three positions have people
running unopposed.
The position of public relations
director is the only one being sought
by more than one person. Tish
Nelson and Jayne Gilbert are in
contension for the position.
Gordon Fardoe is running for
president, without competition.
Amy Ho is running for vice
president, without competition. Ho
ran unsuccessfully for president
last year.
Ray Remple is running for
treasurer, without competition.
Although these three candidates
don't have any competition, their
positions aren't necessarily
guaranteed.
Students can vote No, meaning
the candidates will still have
competition—not from another
candidate, but from the student
population.
If a candidate ends up with a No
vote, the position will remain open.
A bi-election would be held next
fall.
Campaign speeches will be held
Tuesday, May 12 at I la.m. and
noon in the Tower Lounge.
It is unknown when the results
will be known.
Voter non-participation will be
the winner of RRCC's student
association elections May 13.
Forty per cent of respondents to
a poll sponsored by The Projector
say they are planning to vote.

This was supposed to be a picture of McLean and McLean, who brought their unique brand
of humour to RRCC on May 6. It's not, though. It's a picture of the outside of Building M.
This number indicates an
increase over last year, when less
than 400 students turned out to cast
their votes.
Despite the fact that there are no
incumbents, all but one of the
positions is uncontested.
In voting for uncontested
positions, students cast Yes or No
votes.
"i ati.
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Students were called at random
from the school directory, 50 per
cent men and 50 per cent women.
The results were as follows:
•Gordon Fardoe (president) YES,
18%; NO, 9%; don't know, 72%.
•Amy Ho (vice-president) YES,
24%; NO, 12%; don't know, 63%.
•Ray Remple (treasurer) YES,
27%; NO, 6%; don't know, 67%.

•Tish Nelson (directorof PR)
YES, 12%.
'Jayne Gilbert (director of PR)
YES, 3%.
Fifty-four per cent of
respondents said they did not plan
on voting, and six per cent said
they were unsure whether they
would exercise their franchise or
not Some of the answers from

those who said they would not vote
show how little is known about
both the election and the voting
procedure.
"I don' tknow who the candidates
are."
"I'm not concerned with it."
"I don't keep up."
"I'm graduating."
"The candidates don't visit
anybody—all I see are posters."
"I don't know what's going on
in the rest of the school."
"I haven't thought of it"
"I'm graduating in a month—it
won't affect me."
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Toyota Trains With T-TEP

NEWS

TV A Beacon for Night Owls
By Andrew Waterman
Ever wonder why the Tower
Lounge doesn't have any
comfortable chairs? Or why the
TV is on all night when no one
seems to be watching it?
Not everyone at Red River
Community College thinks these
are burning issues. Take Students'
Association president Wayne
Todoruk, for example.
"I don't even want to talk about
it. I think it's a silly story," Todoruk
said.
The official answer to the first
question, according to SA vicepresident Steve Rubenstein, is that
past student vandalism has ruined
it for students today.
"We used to have couches and
armchairs...but they ended up
slashed, with cigarette burns and
Coke stains."
Security Supervisor Ernie
Marion confirms that armchairs
were removed from the Tower
Lounge in 1978 following "several
years of vandalism." Marion added
that a carpet was removed from the
floor of the Tower Lounge last
summer after similar vandalism.
SA treasurer Antonio Reis says

the SA has
no plans to
re-install
armchairs,
and he
doesn't
think
increased
security
would
make any
difference.
"We
don't want
to put up
video
cameras.
That's a bit
t
0
0
1984ish,"
he said.
As to
why the
TV is on 24
hours a
d a y ,
Rubenstein
says it's for
students
pulling allnighters
who "want

Does the tower lounge have secret night visitors?

to stop in
and take a
break for a
few hours."
This isn't
a great
waste of
electricity.
R o b
Gregory, a
partner in
the now
defunct
Southdale
TV which
installed the
Sony
Projection
VB750 in
1984, says
i t ' s
equivalent
to leaving
on two 300watt bulbs
continuottsly.
B u t
Gregory
warns this
model
wasn't
intended to
run non-

stop. He says a poor visual image
is certain to result, and that if the
TV were shut off six hours a day it
would likely last "25 to 35 percent
longer." Gregory estimated the cost
of a new VB750 at $4,000.00.
Confessed night owl Leslie
Morrow, a Computer Analyst/
Programmer student at RRCC, says
he often stops in at the Tower
Lounge when pulling all-nighters.
Only twice has he seen anyone
after 2:00 a.m. And he doesn't stay
long, he says, given the "horrible"
accommodations.
Marion agrees there aren't many
students in the Tower Lounge after
midnight during term time, but he
says exam week is a di ffe rcn t story .
"The place really fills up during
exams. I can see the point of leaving
it on then."
In case you're still wondering,
the TV is controlled by the SA in
response to students' wishes.
Anyone planning to be here late at
night can contact the SA office and
request the TV be left on one of a
number of channels except the
Spice or Playboy stations. And you
needn't worry about waiting in line.
"We get very few requests," says
Rubenstein.

AIDS Myths Still Run Rampant
By Cindy Chatwell
Who was that guy in the hall a
couple of weeks ago doing the
AIDS thing?
His name is Brent McAllister, a
representative of Ottawa Health
and Welfare on tour of Canadian
post-secondary schools, spreading
the gospel of safer sex while
increasing AIDS awareness.
McAllister was here from
Tuesday to Thursday, 10:00 a.m.
to 2:00 p.m. running the Video
Interaction Program. You may
have noticed the four TV monitors
stationed at the College's
entrances. Health and Welfare uses
them to target students in the hope
of getting their message across.
McAllister said the monitors also
help Health and Welfare find out
what people want to know.
"People get bored easily. But
you can watch the parts you want.
We can find out what people want
to know because each monitor has
a computer inside it that keeps
track," McAllister said.
This program runs a half hour
AIDS information video that is
broken down into categories, with
corresponding answers to
commonly asked questions. Pushbuttons allow students to
anonymously access categories of

personal
interest.
"Sorretirbes
I act as a
deterrent
because
I'm here,
but I have
to be to
answer
questions,"
McAllister
said.
McAllister
said his
goal is to
increase
behaviour
change to
reduce the
risk of
spreading
HIV,
which is
believed to
be the
virus that
spreads
AIDS. He
said he is
sometimes
surprised
by the
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Some students still don't fthink AIDS can affect them.

questions
that are still
being asked,
"especially
since we're
allegedly
dealing with
educated
people."
The one
that bothers
him the most
is the origin
of AIDS. A
common
question is
can a
regular guy
get AIDS?"
"I
say,
what's
a
regular
g U y
someone
who eats a lot
of fibre?"
McAllister
said. "I tell
them that it
originated
from a mailorder
business out
of Chicago,"
McAllister
laughed.

The program is broken into five
categories, such as Are You At
Risk, What Is AIDS, Safer Sex,
Living With AIDS and HIV, and
Who's Getting AIDS.
In the first category, Mr. Bleach
Head shows how to clean needles
if someone is going to be sharing
them or injecting drugs. McAllister
pointed out a lot of people don't
consider steroids to be drugs, but
they still use a needle to inject, and
if they share, they're still at risk to
get AIDS.
In the final category, Who's
Getting AIDS, the answer is clear:
People are getting AIDS, and the
program lists some shocking
statistics. In January of 1992, a
survey showed that out of 5,647
people diagnosed with AI DS ,3,432
have since died. 2,215 are still
living.
To bring it a bit closer to home,
in Manitoba there were 67 people
diagnosed with AIDS; 41 have
since died.
McAllister said he had a good
reception at Red River.
'They'll watch about 20 minutes
and ask a lot of questions," he said.
For further information on AIDS,
and how to get testing, contact
Student Health Services or your
family doctor.

By Kim Powell
Red River Community College
has a brand new, spiffy classroom
loaded with $200,000 worth of topof-the-line instructional
equipment.
RRCC is one of three colleges
nationwide with the new Toyota—
Technical Education System (TTEP) in full swing.
In 1989, RRCC started working
with Toyota. At that time, Toyota
would use the college facilities to
train their staff in automotive
advances, rather than sending staff
to Calgary for the same training.
Last fall, Toyota and RRCC
opened phase one of a series of
national joint training courses,
proving both partners'
determination in the constant
upgrading of automotive service
technicians.
"The whole industry will
strengthen," said Ken Webb, Dean
of Technology and Trades.
The joint training program also
allows Toyota to have access to the
facilities one week out of the month
to train their employees.
T-TEP is now in full swing at

resources for, but also a "high
wt..
quality curriculum," said Webb.
Webb said the "curriculum is
completely generic," providing a
social role and improving the entire
industry, not simply Toyota
employees.
The generic curriculum means
students will not
simply be trained to
work on Toyota
products, but to
work better as
technologists, said
Webb.
T h e
curriculum Toyota
RRCC, Centennial
provided also
College of Applied
allows the College
Arts and
to use it to whatever
Technology
extent it chooses,
(Toronto), and Fc.
whether that be all,
Ecole Daniel- (L) College President Tony Knowles with Toyota officials.
some, or none.
Johnson (R)Students inspect their new equipment
Webb said
(Montreal).
the combination of the curriculum,
Unlike most auto manufacturers and training of RRCC staff.
Webb said the addition of T- an annual scholarship for an
who donate vehicles and/or money,
Toyota has not only renovated TEP was a "great benefit" to Automotive Service Technician
student, and Toyota's plan to
classroom space, but also donated RRCC's auto/diesel program.
Toyota has provided not only promote auto technology as a good
new and specialized instructional
tools like cars, workbooks, and instructional equipment RRCC career, is a major commitment by
videos, plus the entire curriculum couldn't have generated the a company for training in the entire
70114clipt

Student Employment Centre Opens
While Students Brave Cold, Rain
By Cary Castagna
Thomas Copping didn't quite
make it home on the night of May
5th.
Copping, a23-year-old Autobody
Repair student, was too busy
staking out his place in front of 150
other students in line at the Student/
Youth Employment Center.
Copping, 23, started his wait at
10:00 on Sunday morning,
although the center didn't open
until 8:30 Monday.
The students braved a chilly,
rainy night to get a headstart on the
shrinking job market.
But RRCC students not finishing
until May or June don't have to
panic just yet.
"I would encourage students to
come down and have a look, if they
have a few moments," said SEC

Placement Coordinator Doris
Sackmann. "But it's not going to
hurt to come late. Our phones are
ringing, and we're constantly
getting job orders."
Hire-a-Student week, a week of
intensive employer canvassing,
also runs July 6-11 to help out
those not free from school until
later in the year.
Sackmann also said there were
more jobs available on the first day
this year than last year.
"Hopefully that will be a trend
for the rest of the summer."
Students can drop in to the center
without an appointment. Now in
its 24th year of operation, the SEC
offer referrals for full and parttime jobs. Odd jobs are also
distributed through the center's
casual labor office.

industry.
Webb said Toyota knows not all
students who study with this
program will end up working for
them, but the company is aiming to
improve the industry as a whole.
Webb credits Auto/Diesel Dept
Head Roy Malyon and his staff
with the successful implementation
of T-TEP at RRCC.
Webb said thanks to Mal yon and
his staff, RRCC is enjoying a good
relationship with Toyota, and is,
for now, a premier training
program.
A Toyota executive from Japan
flew into Winnipeg to visit the new
classroom.
In addition, a video filmed at
RRCC was used at the national
press conference in Toronto last
month, and is being used to promote
the program all across English
Canada.
Webb and Malyon were both on
hand for the Toronto conference.
"It was not quite as fancy as the
Academy Awards, but it was
close," said Webb.
RRCC will host a grand opening
in late May or early June.

WHY PAY MORE?
WHEN AT CENTURY GMC TRUCKS LTD. STUDENTS
& EMPLOYEES OF RRCC GET SPECIAL RATES.
• We will shuttle you to work/school in the morning.
• We can repair most cars & light trucks.
• Service department open from 7 a.m.-6 p.m. weekdays.
• All major credit cards accepted.
TUNE-UP SPECIAL
4-Cy1.—$49.95*
6-Cy1.—$59.95*
8-Cy1.—$69.95*

BRAKE SPECIAL
$93.95*

$34.95*

FRONT OR REAR BRAKES.

Includes check & adjust
caster, camber, toe-in.
Check shocks &
suspension.

'Includes checking spark
plugs, air & fuel filters. clean
battery cables. inspect drive

Most Cars & Light Trucks

belts, etc. (Parts Extra)
Most Cars & Light Trucks

FRONT END
ALIGNMENT

.

'Includes disc pads or drum
shoes, resurfacing rotors or
drums, repacking front or
rear wheel bearings.
Metallic pads extra.
Most Cars & Light Trucks.

.

Lube, oil filter & complete 20-point Spring safety inspection.

CENTURY

United
way

GMC TRUCKS LTD.

*Includes chassis lube, oil & filter change (up
to 5 litres). We will inspect brakes, steering,
exhaust, lights, wipers & washers & do a
complete visual inspection. Applies to most
cars & light trucks. Limited Time Offer.

999 KING EDWARD ST. PH: 633-633 I—FAX:632-7997
Please Bring This Coupon With You for Service.
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The Search for the Holy Grill

EDITORIALS
Basic Disintegration
There is something wrong with a society that makes an overnight
superstar of a woman just because she is willing to have sex in front of
a camera.
Sharon Stone is the psycho-killer star of Basic Instinct. Her claim to
fame is having uncrossed her legs in front of six actors, and about 50
million movie-goers, with no panties on. The hullabaloo about this
unbelievably badly-written, cliche-ridden, poorly-acted film is not hard
to understand. From early on in our lives, sex and nudity are treated like
smut —so we lap it up whenever we get the chance. If the word 'we'
doesn't apply to you here, ignore it you're lucky if you can.
Basic Instinct is pornography in the guise of mainstream entertainment.
Yet Stone's picture is on the cover of Rolling Stone this month. Last
week it was People. Will she make it onto the covers of Time and
Newsweek soon? She's suddenly a hot commodity on the talk show
circuit; everybody wants a piece of the woman who dared. What daring!
What sophistication!
Stone is not at fault for her sudden success. Whether it's positive or
negative, anyone trying to get into a field as competitive as acting has to
do something to make themselves stand out. Stone, a Hollywood
unknown, accepted a role others had turned down. She knew a great
vehicle when she saw one.
Gratuitous and violent as they were, the sex scenes were the only parts
of the film worth watching (i.e., the movie stunk). Stone knew they
would be - the magazine and newspaper stories make a big deal about her
158 I.Q. - and on TV she looks awfully proud of herself for having seen
their potential. She knew how to manipulate the North American public,
and she did it.
In a way, we should be grateful to Stone and Basic Instinct for showing
us how far we have fallen as a society.
Like Rome at the end of the First Empire, Los Angeles - the cultural
capitol of North America - is burning, both literally and figuratively.

John Hamilton

One Guy's
Opinion
by Correy Myco

Let's talk about Canada's
health. Not the health care system,
or the longevity of the average
Canadian, but the health of Canada
itself. Specifically, her mental
health.
It really irritates me that so many
of my peers are so complacent
about Canada's future. We live in
the greatest country in the world
and yet no one is happy.
We are free to vote, free to
choose the religion of our choice
(or lack of), and most of all, free to
voice our opinion. How many
other countries can boast such a
status?
Currently, Canada is faced with
its two most perplexing crisis
ever—the "distinct society" joke
and more importantly, the
treatment of aboriginal Canadians.
Manitobans often respond to
Quebec's threat to leave Canada
without totally understanding the
situation.
For those who think Quebec's
separation threat isn't a big deal,
take a look at what happened in
Yugoslavia. I know the situation

is radically different, but Croatia
declared independence much the
way Quebec threatens to.
The Mulroney government has
catered to Quebec's every
whimper. Presently, if the Tories
have their way, Quebec will be
given the right to veto any
constitutional amendments not
suited to their needs.
Mulroney has already tried to
grant Quebec distinct status before
the term was even defined, but
somehow he was unable to address
requests of aboriginal Canadians
because the term aboriginal was
yet to be defined. Go figure!
Everyone is concerned with our
economy and wondering when and
if the recession will ever end, but
how many average Canadians care
about Canada' s "people" problems.
How can our economy be
boosted by foreign investment
when we are so unstable? With
Quebec threatening to leave, and a
lax government not taking any real
steps towards improving life for
aboriginal Canadians, who wants
to set up shop in Canada?
If it were your money would you
invest it in a country that may
divide? Or would you invest it in a
country that treated its aboriginal
peoples unjustly?
I think not. How much foreign
investment has Yugoslavia
received in the last six months?

Look at the economic embargo
placed against South Africa by
the Western World before
apartheid was struck clown. And,
although apartheid was more
severe than the treatment of native
Canadians, both arc oppression of
a country's aboriginal peoples.
ICs time that we as a society
begin to care about the esprit de
corps of our country. I f the morale
of Canada is lifted, then we can
harness it and use it as a tool in
bettering our economy.
I realize that nei ther o f Canada's
problems have a clear cut
solution—and no, I don't know
what I would do if I were given the
power.
But, I do know that I would not
grant Quebec an exclusive right
that no other Canadians have the
luxury to enjoy.
And I'm notsure that aboriginal
self-government is the key to any
miraculous changes either.
However, we must start to
understand Canada's mental state
before we can fix our economic
slump—if we don't, our future
will be red, white and blue. That
scares the hell out of me!
As Canada's future hope, our
attitudes and desires will shape
Canada for unerations to come.
We have to stop bitching about
the government and start doing
something about it.

The results of last week's discrimination questionnaire:
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DO YOU BELONG TO A
VISIBLE MINORITY GROUP?

NO RESPONSE
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HAVE YOU EVER BEEN THE VICTIM
OF RACIAL DISCRIMINATION AT
THIS COLLEGE?
NO RESPONSE

The Projector is Red River Community College's official
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Association on alternate Mondays from September to June,
with a circulation of 5,000.
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"What the Hell are they taking
up in Buildings J and M anyway?"
Gee boss, I don't really know—
but I'll be happy to find out for you
if the price is right!
Yeah, OK. I'll find out for you
anyway.
"The assignment from Hell,"
they called it.
"You're never going to come
back," they said.
"Via condios, amigo."
Thanks guys.
Never before in the history of
Red River Community College has
there been such a stigma of mystery
and intrigue associated with a place
that there is with Buildings J and
M.
We know they exist. I mean,
they are on the school map—just
not really sure of what they're up
to in there.
Leave it to the editor of this
paper to send me in to find out. Not
a problem...
fl
Picture if you will the hallowed
hallsofRRCC,agroupofinnocentlooking students walking by, me
with note pad in hand asking them
for directions.
"Honest to God, I don't even
know where Building J is!"
"I don' t even know. I don' t know.
Building what?"
"Building J? That's masonry!
Lost of bricklaying and stuff!"

Hey, I didn't want to know if
you knew what was going on up
Buildings J or M, but now that you
mention it...
"They could be doing nuclear
testing, or things with monkeys up
there!"
"Cosmetology. I think they have
a haircutting course up there."
"A lot of things my mother told
me to avoid."
Nice try guys.
"Auto Diesel Training Centre"
the sign outside the doors of
Building M proclaimed.
Hopelessly lost in the bowels of
one of the extremities of RRCC,
surrounded by dull grey conduit
contrasted by the bright yellow,
blue and red beams crisscrossing
the walls, half of my quest is at an
end.
I now know the secret of Building
M—mechanics! They take
mechanics in Building M!
Now for Building J.
I will find out what they do by
the end of the day. Oh yes, I will
find out.
It is quiet; too quiet as I walk

through the deserted halls of
Building J.
I haven't seen sight of humanity
for the last fifteen minutes and I
wonder nervously where
everybody is.
There is a gnawing feeling

"They could be
doing nuclear
testing, or things
with monkeys
up there."
Go on, I said.
"Well, my buddy Paul (just Paul)
is taking drafting. That's what they
take here, drafting. Oh yeah, they
also take plumbing here."
I could not believe my ears.
Sitting there in full sight of
everyone was the one person able
to solve the puzzle that the masses
thought impossible to answer in
this lifetime. I was in his debt.
What's your name?
"Joe, just Joe."
What do you take?
"Electrical in Building B."
Where is everybody?
"Either classes are done, or
everybody's in them."
Got anything you want to say to
the masses?
"Not enough girls on this side of
the school."
Thanks Joe.
"No problem."
I can now die content in my
wisdom.
O

HAVE YOU EVER WITNESSED AN
INCIDENT OF RACIAL DISCRIMINATION
AT THIS COLLEGE?
NO RESPONSE
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ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR, Ray Puro

Chris amp& sets out
on a quest of discovery
to buiklings J and 114.

growing in the pit of my stomach
as I stalk through the corridor
leading into the cafeteria section
of the building—looking for
someone, anyone, to answer the
one question that is starting to
consume, to engulf the very fibre
of my being—what do you do in
Building J?
"Oh, I don't go to classes here.
I'm just waiting for a friend."
There, sitting at a table slouched
over countless books, was the
answer to my question, the prophet
of Building J.

,1 It • l,, . 2 . e‘tion.
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let Me Be Frank
Dear Frank: I am one of a
dying breed here at Red River - a
smoker. This isn't the problem
though, because I enjoy smoking,
and I don't have any plans to quit.
But I do obey 'no smoking' signs,
and ask people if it's OK if I
smoke before I light up when I am
in a group. Common courtesy,
right?
So why don't non-smokers live
by the same rules? If I smoked it
would pollute the air everybody

breathes, so I don't. But I go into
some of my classes and 90% of the
people in there are chewing gum. It
really gets on my nerves, because
I don't chew gum. I hate the way it
smells up the air we all have to
breathe. Do you know why people
feel this need to be chewing all the
time? It's like walking into a
barnyard sometimes, the way
everybody is going at the cud in
there like a herd of cattle.
I've casually mentioned a couple
of times, to gum-chewing
classmates, that I find it offensive.
They didn't get the hint. What
should I do?
Signed, Chewless Joe
Dear Joe: I wish I could help you,
buddy, but there is nothing you or
anyone else can do, officially. If
we start putting `no gum-chewing'

Compiled by Tish Nelson

Jody (Business Administration,
2nd yr):
"I don't think it's fair that they
wouldn't change the Accounting
exams. They changed Polities last
term, and they changed Credit
Management this term. We had
five exams in three days. They
even put our two hardest exams
on the same day. Oh, and Versa
Foods is ripping us off. At
university you can get a meal for
$2.50, but here it costs about
$4.00."
(Business
Perry
Administration, 2nd yr):
"I don't like the way people are
parking. They park in the
firelanes, and aren't even getting
ticketed. They don't even have
commissionaires out there
anymore. Security are the ones
going out, and they obviously
don't go out very often."

signs up, what's next? `No B.O.'
zones? 'Please do not cut the
cheese' signs? Who knows where
it would lead.
Non-smokers have a legitimate
right to ban smoking, given the
health concerns and all that. But it
doesn't sound to me like you've
actually asked your classmates to
quit chewing gum. Try asking; it
might actually work.
If that doesn t work, take action.
Next time the cows are working
away at their cuds like they'll never
come home, light up a cigarette. If
nothing else, you'll make your
point.
If have a question or problem,
drop Frank a letter in the Projector
mailbox, D4120.
lie may not always be right, but he
will always be frank.

Bitcher's
Block

Tunnel linking high-tech buildings of Red River College to the rest of the planet.

Cory Petrachek (Electronic
Technology, 2nd yr):
"They don't have any fresh
fruit machines anywhere in the
college. It would be nice to have
when you're here late at night,
instead of having to eat a
chocolate bar or a bag of chips.
Maybe they could have
something simple, like a row of
apples. And the lights in the Cave
have to be cleaned."

Bryan & Steve (Business
Administration, 2nd yr):
"There should be some sort of
music system in the gym, and the
hours definitely have to be
changed. It should be open at
least until seven on weekdays,
and should be open on Saturdays
as well. There should also be
someone to cover for the front
desk people when they go on
their breaks. If you want to leave
and they happen to be gone on
their break, you have to wait for
them to get back so you can get
your student card. It's a real
inconvenience."
Suzanne Little (Business
Administration, 1st yr):
"It's our prerogative whether
or not we go to school. We're the
ones paying to be here, and it
should be our decision if we go to
class or not. The instructors
shouldn't be yelling at us if we
don't go."
Rob (Business Administration,
2nd yr):
"There should be bus service
to the college on Sundays. And
the food here is nothing but crap.
Some people at this college are
vegetarians but all the meals have
meat. Even the macaroni and
cheese has bacon on it. The
change operator in the Prairie
lunchroom never works. I think
it's about time they got someone
down there to fix it."
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On The Shelf
Almost New

By Kirsten Andrews
White Sands isn't exactly a bad

movie...
But this Morgan Creek
production is a prime example of a
Renter. Not because it lacks quality
or entertainment, but because it
lacks clarity.
White Sands (now showing at
Portage Place, St. Vital and Garden
City theatres) will make a better
renter than theatre movie simply
because you will probably have to
watch it three or four times before
you grasp what is going on.
With the benefit of a VCR remote
at your fingertips, comprehension
of this complex feature should be
possible.
Unfortunately, it appears that
director Roger Donaldson was
somewhat too familiar with the
story. So much so that he forgot to
tell some essential parts.
Willem Dafoe, Mary Elizabeth
Mastrantonio and Mickey Rourke
star in this mystery thriller written
by Daniel Pyne.
White Sands is about a smalltown sheriff (Dafoe) who assumes
the identity of a dead man found
with a quarter million dollars,
which Sheriff Dolezal loses.
Thus he sets out on a quest
supposedly to solve a murder--or
is it to keep his ass out of jail?
Ray Dolezal goes undercover
and leaves his wife (Mimi Rogers)

on a mission that leaves him
looking more dumbstruck than the
intelligent sheriff he's supposed to
be.
In trying to find the quarter
million dollars that the FBI says
was bait used to frame arms dealer
Gorman Lennox (Rourke), Dolezal
almost falls in love with
philanthropist/business woman
Lane Bodine (Mastrantonio)
previously involved with Lennox.
This is the simplified account of
a very confusing plot line.
Usually dependable for a strong
performance, Dafoe plays opposite
Mastrantonio who does the better
job, and holds together most of
their scenes with her natural
dialogue.
Mastrantonio bares a bit of her
bod for the already wed sherrif,
consequently offering a steamy
shower scene for perplexed viewers
who need a break from the intricate
storyline.
The film is set in the timeless
Anasani ruins of New Mexico's
white desert sands. An exotic
display of scenery that viewers can
lose themselves in, especially if
the intricate plot has left them
behind.
Watch it once, watch it twice,
watch it a third time...then maybe
you can tell us one timers what
actually happened.

Nuns On the Run
by Bob Elias
Eric Idle and Robbie Coltrane
star as two gang members who
hide out as nuns after doublecrossing their crime boss. The
premise hinges on the inevitable
clash—surprise between the holy
sisters and wholly crooked.
Idle and Coltrane move this film
along with their antics. They seem
to enjoy poking fun at some of the
doctrines of Christianity. An almost
straight explanation of the Trinity
is used for comedic effect. A
Catholic's Who's On First.
This movie isn't original, good
or bad. It does have a few laughs.
But basically it's a British version
of We're No Angels with men in
nuns' habits. Mostly pedestrian
fare. C

The Two Jakes

Willem Dafoe and Elizabeth Mastrantonio. Beth rates most huggable this issue.

Leaving Normal for a Smile
By Kimberley Linton

Tilly and Lahti bummed out on the road to Alaska

Most little girls expect to grow
up, fall in love, get married, have
children and live happily ever after.
In the real world, it doesn't always
work out that way.
Leaving Normal is a movie about
two women who's lives have never
matched those childhood
expectations.
Marianne, played convincingly
by Meg Tilly, has spent her life
travelling from place to place,
always looking for the life she
wants to lead. She's been married
twice, did a stint in the military,
went to nursing school, and to
university.
Near the beginning of the movie,
Marianne runs away from married
life in a small town called Normal.
Late that night, sitting at a bus
station outside a bar, she meets
Darly.
Darly is played by Christine
Lahti; a nervy, inconsiderate,
bitchy woman in her thirties who
has slept with too many men and
seen too little happiness.
Darly has recently inherited a

house in Alaska from her
exhusband and quit her latest job
as a cocktail waitress in IN ormal ur
order to travel there. She has spent
a lot of her life travelling, running
away from her past. Darly takes
pity on Marianne and offers to
drive her to her sister's home in
Salt Lake City.
Marianne and Daily then decide
to travel to Alaska together.
Leaving Normal is about their
journey: to Alaska and to
contentment. They both seek a
place to stop running.
The contrast between Marianne
and Darly keeps the story movie.
Marianne has not had a happy life
but she keeps telling herself that
things will get better. This
optimism is all that keeps her going
sometimes. Darly, however, is a
cynic. She tries not to expect
anything good to happen because
that way she's not disappointed. It
doesn't always work. Sometimes
she, too, gets hurts.
Leaving Normal is heartwarming
and sometimes funny with very

real characters and some very
strange situations. In Salt Lake
City, for example, Darly is left
alone with Marianne's niece and
nephew. She demonstrates her
complete lack of maternal instinct
by telling the children that their
favorite storybook hero, Huggy
Bear, was dragged away to the zoo
when his forest home burned down.
The children are in shock, but the
scene is hilarious.
The one jarring note in this
otherwise absorbing movie is the
vacant expression which comes
into Marianne's face every time
she looks at an attractive man. It's
as if her brains dribbled out through
her ears while the audience wasn't
paying attention.
Fabulous views of the Rocky
Mountains and the northern lights
highlight a movie well worth
seeing. It's warm, funny and not at
all cute. It will make you smile.
Leaving Normal is playing at the
Garrick.

Jack Nicholson returns as Jake
Gittes, the honest L.A. private eye,
in this sleeper (and I do mean
sleeper) of a movie.
It has been many years since I
viewed China Town but after
viewing The Two Jakes I was left
longing for the older, and much
superior, precursor to this sequel.
Knowledge of China Town is
essential if the viewer is to make
sense of the complexities in Gittes's
character.
Set in 1949 and ten years after
the death of the woman he loved,
Gittes is still picking up the pieces.
Jake finds himself implicated in a
murder conducted by by one of his
clients, Jake Berman (played by
the underrated Harvey Keitel). As
the story unfolds Gittes's past
resurfaces, forcing him to deal with
it.
Unfortunately for the audience
there is far too much therapy and
not enough action for this
Nicholson directed effort to
maintain interest. Its mystery
peters out long before the credits
role.
In one of his monologues Gittes
describes his investigations of
marital infidelity as "putting
people out of their misery". Maybe
Nicholson should have taken a
cue from this and put the audience
out of its misery by ending this
movie half an hour earlier.
C+

Eric Idle and Robbie Coltranein in nun's habits. If you were stranded on a deserted island, which one would you... oh, never mind.
This movie opens with a brief
explanation that there is a secret
order of druids who sacrifice
infants as a form of worship to
trees. That's right, trees. As a
premise fora horror film, that's as
good as any I guess, but there are
gaps of consistency and logic
throughout which undermine the
story.
Even so, in the hands of William
Friedkin (director of The
Exorcist), the movie isn't
completely awful. Seagrove is
appropriately eerie, and the blood
runs freely enough to satisfy most
horror buffs. If you are a druid, or
if this kind of stuff appeals to you,
you might want to take the chance
and rent C

Defending Your Life
by Randy Matthes
There is no Hell, although I
hear Los Angeles is pretty close.
So adman Daniel Miller (Albert
Brooks) is told by his lawyer (Rip

Torn) shortly after arriving in
Judgement City. Freshly dead from
a head-on collision with a bus back
on Earth, Daniel is here to prove
he's capable of moving on to a
higher plane of existence. If he can't
defend himself against a tough
prosecutor (Lee Grant), he'll be
reincarnated so he can correct his
flaws.
Brooks wrote and directed this
movie, only his fourth in twelve
years. The man whose sweat glands
betrayed him in Broadcast News is
in fine form here. Desperate and
confused, he's forced to account for
himself by viewing tapes of the
worst moments of his life. The
viewer can supply their own terrible
moments.
Defending Your Life is a very
funny and likable film. Brooks can
get more laughs out of playing a
normal guy than just about anybody.
And Meryl Streep is appealing as
Brooks' romantic interest. In other
hands, this story may have collapsed
into schmaltz, but Brooks and
company keep it together. B+

Back Shelf

I Spit On Your Grave
by Bob Elias
I crap on this movie. I haven't
seen this infamous 1978 splatter
movie on the video shelves for
years, thankfully.
It's about a big city girl who
moves to the country to write her
first novel. She encounters four
good old boys who brutally and
repeatedly rape her. It' s Last House
On the Left meets Deliverance.

She survives and begins her
grisly revenge.
The plot does have a moral
balance, though. Before mutilating
her attackers, she goes to church to
pray. (How sweet. ed.)
Despite the movie's vile
reputation, it doesn't deliver as
promises. She hangs one rapist,
castrates another in the bathtub (in
full blood-squirting detail), chops
another and cuts up the last one
with an Evinrude outboard.
But...for you sadistic types, there's
no spitting.
This is an insipid, people-hating
excuse for a a) movie; b) way to
make a buck; c) way to get a young
actress to walk around buck naked
most of the time; d) all of the
above. F'ing awful

RAP

Being There

The Guardian (MCA/
Universal Home Video)
by Randy Matthes
An attractive yuppie couple find
the perfect live-in babysitter (Jenny
Seagrove) for their newborn baby.
Everything seems to go well, until
a number of bizarre occurrences
suggest the nanny is not so nice.

Jenny Seagrove in the Guardian

This was the last movie Peter
Sellers made but also one of his
best. For those who are only
familiar with his work in the Pink
Panther series, this will be a
surprising treat.
It is difficult to compare this
comedy directed by Hal Ashby to

any other; its subtle humor and
pacing unique in the movie world.
I hesitate to use the term, but
comic genius is what Sellers
displays here. His character Chancy
Gardner is simple in concept, but
complex in delivery.
This is not a laugh a minute "gag
fest". Instead, the humor unfolds
slowly and resides in the growing
improbability of the movie's story.
Because so much of the movie's
plot relies on "chance" a plot
summary will only ruin the many
Being There
wonderful turns
takes.
Trust me; if your in the mood for
something a little different from
the usual, and are willing to be
patient, then give this movie a
chance to weave its magic. You
won't be disappointed.
A+ RAP
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Discs and DATs

By Arthur Pearson
G'day, inquiring minds.
This time out the focus is on a
band that's taking some solid
steps to get their career moving:
Mark Reeves and the Groove.
Mark Reeves is currently in
Los Angeles knocking on the
doors of record companies,
armed with the group's selftitled, independent cassette and
a special friend.
That friend being Tommy
Chong. (Yes, formally of
Cheech & Chong!)
The Groove met Tommy last
time he was in town to do a stint
at the Comedy Oasis. Tommy
caught the Groove at the
Spectrum and asked them to
come down and jam.
"It was great," said Reeves of
the jam session. "We went down
and played all these old Cheech
& Chong tunes, and some clacsie
blues."
Although some of the band
members have been jammin'
together for several years, the
current line up is only a year
old.
The Groove is AI Chabidon
(tenor sax/backing vocals) and
Gerry Atwell (keys).
The band just completed a
two month tour during which
they tested out their new name

and sound (the band's formally
Aptekmann).
"Before we were straight R & B.
Now we're more focused on our
originals," said Reeves.
"Response to our tape and new
direction has really been positive."
This band is extremely userfriendly. Their sound is a cross
between the Colin James/Jeff
Healey genre and the sounds laid
down by the Saturday Night Live
studio group.
This new formula works for the
band (evident by all the smiling
that happens on and off stage during
the set). The band's energy pulsated
off the stage into the receptive
audience of the Spectrum.
The drums/bass/keyboard
rhythm section gets right down to
business laying down the funky
foundations, thereby letting
Janzten and Reeves (who opts for
the Hendrix type `wa-wa' tones)
to wail at will.
If Mark Reeves and the Groove
could connect. up with modern
blues audiences on a larger scale,
they could go over the top, and
they'd deserve it.
The bottom line? These guys
have traditional clean tones, are
quite entertaining, and are not
offensive in the least.
Be good.

It's the season for hunting
down a summer job. And
some of us are shooting
blanks
I have a rather simple view
of student summer
employment programs. I think
they're a load of hooey! To
me, it's a sure sign of affluence
that any student can go nine
or ten months without a job,
then go down to 'central
planning' on Main St. in May
and whine that they need more
than five bucks an hour. Of
course they do. Who doesn't?
This morning our friendly
CBC affiliate another arm
of the 'central commissars'

give a hump! Aside from sucking
tax dollars like a tick on a poodle's
butt, what's the point of this story
every year?
The CBC interviewed an
architect student who complained
that she has a degree already and

—rantheiran ual'tearje ker'
about university students who
camped out all night,
surviving on Grand Marnier,
Beef Wellington, and little
else, in order to get first crack
at the list of summer jobs.
They do that for Metallica
concerts too, and I still don't

would be hiring architects off the
sidewalk on Main Street? Wake
up, whiners! Hello!
I wonder how many people she
insulted in those three seconds.
There are thousands of Manitobans
(but probably none in her circle of
friends) who work their butts off
for five and six bucks an hour. And

needs more than minimum wage
to survive—that's right—
'survive.' Perhaps our 911 squads
should be on Code Blue alert, ready
to revive faint university students
who have grown weak because
they haven't purchased any new
Chip and Pepper Wet Wear for
three months. I think I'm gonna
hurl!
What did she expect, that some
hoity-toity interior design firm
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The Art Of Noise
The FON Mixes (Attic)
By Paul Elliston
The FON Mixes is a collection
of remixed material by the An of
Noise. Their sound and style is
best described by their name.
Basically, the Art of Noise explores
the art of noise.

Emi

They make music using
slamming doors and ringing
telephones and (surprisingly) make
it work.
This group is primarily a
synthesizer, sampler and drum
machine band Each of these is
used to carry the melody on various
songs on the tape, showing new
possibilities for these instruments.

et,

hey, guess what? They're the people
who pay the taxes that subsidize her
stinking, set-for-life education. These
people are poor now and they'll still
be poor long after she's bought her
hot tub and paid back her student
loans—that is if she remembers to pay
them back. She'll be on her second
liposuction—having the fat vacuumed
out of her head—before she figures
out who paid for her education.
I suppose she thinks that she's
making a great contribution to society
by 'architecting' beautiful riverbank
condos for all to enjoy. Yeah, sure.
How much enjoying can you do from
a bus window at six in the morning on
the way to the sewing factory?
Stop the Impala! I'm really gonna
yak!
These educated bums have missed
the point_ These programs aren' t meant
to provide meaningful and rewarding
experiences to our country's diligent
and thrifty middle-class. Their purpose
is to provide humiliatingly mundane
summer jobs to snivelling liberal arts
students who would otherwise die with

a blank resume, because years of
education will never qualify them
for anything higher than 'wine
captain' at the Food 'n' Fuel.
What kind of world is it when
our youth expect jobs to be handed
out like condoms at a high school
dance? Jobs aren't 'given,' they
are earned through ingenuity,
knocking on doors, and a healthy
helping of old-fashioned
`cohones; What's the point of
setting up yet another inefficient,
bombastic bureaucracy to provide
jobs for people who, obviously,
would rather 'pound the pud' than

pound the pavement. Looking for
work is part of the job. Are you
workin' or jerkin' the gherkin?
It's an offence against the laws
of nature. Bubble gum doesn't
come in a tube, and jobs don't
come in government file folders.
And I don't care what you say.
If you seriously wanted one of
the jobs that are out there, and they
are out there, then don't get in line
with all the other road-kill on Main
Street. Be different, dammit!
Imagine if you were the employer
(I know, it's di fficult, and you might

want to take off that Sharks cap
first), who would you hire as your
summer help: the person who
dropped off a concise and articulate
resume in March, or one of the
dozen indistinguishable
automatons that showed up
mysteriously the afternoon the 'job
bank' opened in May.
Sure, on paper it sounds like a
great idea. We'll just tell the
government to whip up a few jobs

every spring for all the students
who want one. Then, when
they've performed that simple
task, maybe they should cure
acne pimples, and make a
perpetual motion machine while
they're at it_
I find it quite hilarious that
we, as a society, criticize our
government at every turn. We
accuse them of wasting money,
or not spending enough money;
or ignoring our needs, or
meddling in our private affairs.
We want them to save the seals,
but kill the mosquitos. We
scream when they say they
haven't got the money to create
jobs, or fund schools, but we
giggle like masochists on flushot day at the cheap beer we
bring back from North Dakota.
Maybe we should elect Happy
Harry as Prime Minister. On
second thought, he probably
wouldn't want the job.
What this country needs is a
hot lemon enema.
The point is, we've got to
stop expecting the government
to wipe our collective noses
every time someone sneezes. If
the attitude of the youth of today
is indicative of their leadership
Of tomorrow, we should all start

stocking up on freeze-dried
burritos and bottled water.
Well, my lunch break's over.
Bye now.
Larry Whiner is the creation
of Dan Summers.

They have reworked the music
for Princes' song Kiss to allow
Tom Jones, aged and low on talent
(The UK's watered down version
of Elvis), appear modem.
It has been said that the Art of
Noise is the future of Music. While
I can't fully agree, there has been a
some movement towards this style
(see KLF).

Nobody would argue that
Clapton, Hendrix or Waters have
made a sizable impression on
popular music but a case would
have to be built for An of Noise.
The An of Noise is comprised of
ten highly sought after as
musicians, producers and rem ixers.
Over the last decade they have
made strong contributions on
techno mixes by everyone from
Prodigy and Carl Cox to LFO and
Sweet Exorcist. It is hard to
understate the importance of the
Art of Noise for this genre.
The next time you're at a social
function and you hear a dance piece
that's enjoyable (even if you don't
particularly like the 'style') ten to
one it's either the Art of Noise or
someone heavily influenced by
them.
The FON Mixes highlights Art
of Noises' unique sound. An
interesting addition to any sound
library... if you have an open mind.

B

Reviews
Buffalo Tom-Let Me
Come Over (Beggars
Banquet)
by Randy Matthes
This Boston-based trio works in
the style forged by Husker Du, The
Replacements, and Soul Asylum
through the eighties. Mixing
exuberant, feedback driven
anthems with thoughtful ballads,
Let Me Come Over has an
unguarded quality that's genuinely
affecting. Lots of young bands have
enthusiasm, but when it's coupled
with a restless intelligence, the
results are powerful songs like
"Taillights Fade" and the first
single, "Velvet Roof." A

Slik Toxic-Doin' the Nasty
by Kevin King
Small wonder the S I ilcsters chose
"Helluvatime" as their first single.
It is the best tune of the lost—and
that's not saying much. These guys
have a better shtick than Spinal
Tap and they don't even realize it.

They try so hard to be the guys
your mother warned you about they
become caricatures.
The scary thing is that they
actually have a lyricist, Dave
Mercel, to help them come up with
great stuff like "You give good
headgames/Your tongue is so
strange/Caught in these backstage
chains." (Crashed)
Not bad when they stick to the
formula (ala Skid Row) but don't
bother. D+

Dakota-Jamie
Jamie
Dakota (Hypnotic)
by Maureen De'Ath
When Alaynah Miles sings of
music with a "smooth Southern
style," she may have songs by
Jamie Dakota in mind. On her selftitled debut album, Jamie Dakota's
lyrics speak of troubles times while
the band finds its voice in a sleek
Southern Rock style. Caution,
however this release is not for the
lighthearted. Be prepared for a
provocative reflection on social

issues blended with matters of
personal concern for Jamie Dakota.
In "WarChild," Dakota talks about
being "caught between the
bitterness" and blows of fighting a
war. Child abuse is the issue in
"Lay Me Down To Rest." The
songs tackle solid and serious
matters. Often the weighty lyrics
dominate thecarefully-constructed
harmonies of the band, however.
Dakota challenges her audience
with powerful music and thoughprovoking ideas. C+

Anvil-Worth the Weight
by Kevin King
These guys seem to have been
around forever, and yet always a
couple years behind. This release
is no exception. Musically, it's fast
and heavy, as you'd expect.
Lyrically, it attempts to be evil.

Songs like "On the Way to Hell,"
"Infanticide," and "Embalmer"
deal with death in one way or
another. And of course, there's the
obligatory sex tunes. One less than
subtle offering called "B ushpig" is
not about four-wheel driving, and
"Sins of the Flesh" deals with lighthearted stuff like necrophilia and
buggery.
If you were one of their fans
before, you'll probably enjoy this.
Otherwise, forget it. C

Slaughter-The Wild Life
by Arthur Pearson
This record is generic with a
capital "G." Boy, this album is
disappointing. Slaughter has
reached the horrible balance of
being right between overplayed
AC/DC riffs and classic (but
unfortunately ripped off) Led Zep

trademarks. Not one note of this
record is honest. The Wild Life
makes you wish you had spent
your money elsewhere. Boo. D-

Young Gods-T. V. Sky (Play
It Again Sam Records)
by Randy Matthes
Listening to this album evokes
images of a subterranean dance
club in Berlin, where pale people
dressed in black named Helmut
and Anna dance spasmodically to
the latest "alternative" sounds.
Like most rock and roll from
Europe, this is humourless,
unauthentic, and boring. The lead
singer desperately wants to be Jim
Morrison, but his tuneless ran tings,
along with the leaden guitar tiffs
and lockstep rhythms, wear out
quick.
Don't waste your money on this
nonsense. D
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Manitoba Documentary

LaBossiere Cooks For Students at Noon

A Kind of Family Redefines it

By Maureen Winnicki

By Tish Nelson
Despite a delay due to a blown
speaker head, Marc LaBossiere and
band recently put on a great show
in the Tower Lounge.
The band didn't start until 12:25,
but once they got going, the crowd
soon forgot they had been kept
waiting.
With old favorites such as "Take
the Money and Run," "The Joker,"
and "Jack and Diane," LaBossiere

Marc LaBossiere
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had the crowd singing along with
him.
"Every time we've played here
at Red River, we've always found
the crowd really receptive," says
LaBossiere. "The last time we
played here at a beer bash, the
crowd was singing 'Jack and
Diane' louder than us."
With his musical family
background and his experience
playing the guitar since he was six,
he was also founder, lead singer
and lead guitarist for local bands
Prodigy, Wanderlust and
Wildhorsc.
As well, he has played with
Crackdown, Seventh Heaven,
Ettinger, Barely Legal, Tantrum
and Kilowatt.
At 21, LaBossiere had released
his first album and single with a
video.
His music has been called
straight-ahead rock 'n' roll, with
its emphasis on creative electric
and acoustic guitar lines and
imaginative vocal arrangements.
LaBossiere describes it as "very
vocal rock 'n' roll that's easy to
listen to."
With the release of his self-titled
album, which he released on his
own label, Black Ivory Records,
LaBossiere is already working on
his second album.
"I'm not sure what the title of the
album will be, but the first single
will be "Fall In Love Again."
"We just got back from Toronto
where we were showcasing for
representatives from CDS, A & M,
EMI, Dukestreet and Capitol," said
LaBossiere. "We're just trying to
make a name for ourselves, but
they all really seemed to like our
single 'Fall In Love Again.'
The band wants to do 18 songs
for the next album, but as of yet,
don't know if they will all get on.
As they just finished a double
shot at Norma Jeans, the bans is
going back out on the road once
again.
Although LaBossiere is heading
out west, he'll be back in the
summer to play at Sunfest '92.

A Kind of Family is a
documentary about a gay man and
his adopted son; the story of two
Winnipcggers amongst us.
The gay man is Winnipeg city
counc illor G len Murray. The foster
son is Michael Curtis, an alcohol
and drug dependent street kid with
a history of prostitution.
Director Andrew Koster spent
18 months with Murray and Curtis,
seven of them filming. Said Koster,
"A Kind of Family was made to
enlarge the definition (of a
family)."
That it does. Every difficult
aspect of the parent/child
relationship is multiplied umpteen
times with Murray and Curtis: the
fights, the hate, the rebellious
behavior, the deception...but the
love between them is that much
stronger. It has to be. Sometimes
Curtis takes off for months at a
time and the film and Murray lose
track of him.
AKindofFamily makes no effort
to disguise Murray's sexual
orientation. A lot of the scenes
almost invite negative comments
from those uncomfortable with the
gay lifestyle.
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No illusions are made about
Curtis either. He displays
honesty about himself and his
past. "I used to give old men
blow jobs for money," he says
straight into the camera.
But as Murray says, "Ten
years in the system has taught
Mike to give back the answers
that you want to hear." This is
true. While Murray and Curtis
try to work through the difficult
"cycles," a lot of Curtis'
comments sound textbook like.
This is for good reason. Between
the ages of seven and 15, Curtis
lived in 28 different places.
A turning point is reached in
the film when Curtis reveals that
he's HIV positive—the result of
sharing needles with someone
who knew that he was infected
but neglected to tell Curtis. "I' m
HIV positive, a male prostitute,
and I use intravenous drugs—I
think for today," says Curtis.
The film's only real weakness
is the choice to use Murray as its
narrator; this lessens credibility
because some might regard the
documentary as a political
attempt to gain sympathy and
support for the city councillor.
A Kind of Family opened
Friday, May 1 at the National
Film Board's Cinema Main, 243
Main St. Admission is $5 and it
will run until "people stop
coming to see it."

Glen Murray and Michael Curtis; Working through the cycles.

Cheap Thrills
The Canadian Tire
Cobblestone Classic
A professional bike race
featuring international cyclists will
be held in Winnipeg's historic
Exchange District in and around
Old Market Square, Sunday, May
18. The race will begin at 9:00 pm.
There will be main stage
entertainment and buskers. For
more information please call 9438741.

May 14 through 17.
Marking 100 years of
Ukrainians in Canada this festival
will serve up a collection of dance,
food, and music uniquely
Ukrainian flavour.
Come and see Burya,
Ukrain's version of Maddona.
Gates open at 4:30 daily.
Tickets $7 adult and $5 child and
seniors through Select-a-Seat_

BABA 1990

Zabava 100
Zabava is the Ukrainian
word for celebration and that is
what will be happening at the Forks

The Winnipeg Art Gallery
presents the British television and
cinema industry advertising awards
for the best commercials made in
1989.

Special note for John
Cleese fans: His efforts on behalf
of Scheppes Tonic Water will
be featured.
May 21 through 24. 8:00
pm nightly.
$4.50 public, $3.50
members

Do you dig bones?
The Museum of Man and
Nature features two dinosaur
exhibits from the Tyrrel
Museum of Palaeontology in
Alberta; Head to Head and
Following the Bones. Both will
be displayed in the Urban
Gallery.
Continues through to June
21.
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Floor Hockey Gets Butt End.
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So are any of you surprised? I'm
certainly not.
The Winnipeg Jets suffered a
long and agonizing defeat—
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again—as they bowed out of the
NHL play-offs early for the
umpteenth time.
It was difficult to watch. My
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condolences to those of you who
paid upwards of S40 for a ticket to
game six.
It was only a matter of time before

Bowes Knows
By Shawn Churchill
In just over a year, Lisa Bowes
has taken Winnipeg's sports
broadcasting scene by storm!
The newest member of CKY's
sports team, Bowes has established
herself as a well-accomplished
reporter in a very short time.
The 25-year-old nativeofGuelph
has been interested in sports from
childhood.
"I was somewhat of a tomboy. I
mean, I did everything that a young
boy would do, from trading
baseball and hockey cards to
playing street hockey with my
brother and his friends. I always
played goal," Bowes said.
Her interest in the media began
when she attended Western
University. While obtaining her
Physical Education degree, she
wrote for Western's Gazette and
began her own call-in show on a
local cable access station.
Bowes went to Conestoga
College, a small school in southern
Ontario, where she seriously began
studying television and radio
broadcasting. The course was
meant to last three years.
"My first on-air job was on
CKLA radio where I announced
an organ and music show called
Keyboards and Consol. It was
different. I would end up
introducing people with their
versions of Michael Jackson's Billy
Jean."
In the middle of her first year,
Bowes began looking for a summer
job. That's when she got her first
big break.
"I called TSN to inquire about a
summer position and I was hired to
make up highlight packs of the
day's events. That is when I saw
some of the anchors, and after
watching them for a while, I knew
that's what I wanted to do."
Before the summer was over,
TSN offered her a full time job as
editorial assistant and she took it.
Her job was to write copy for the
anchors in addition to making up

the bigger and stronger Vancouver
Canucks banged and bumped
through the smaller Jets to victory.
Although it did take seven games,
it was just a slaughter from game
five.
I'm sort of getting used to this
feeling around this time of year—
the "wait 'tit next year" blues.
Except for the year Winnipeg beat
Calgary in round one (only to lose
to the Oilers in the final) Jets fans
have been repeating the words, "wai t
'til next year."
Just one question. Why did the
Jets have to lose to Vancouver, of
all teams?
Any team but the stinking
Canucks.
Maybe I'm a sore loser. I would
have loved to jump the boards and
have a little chat with Sergio

Momesso about his mother.
Or how about Geoff Courtnall,
the bum. Before the series I

wondered why a player with such
talent had been traded so much.
His play against the Jets gave
provided the answer, but it can't
be printed.
And what's this Pavelmania
crap?
All I saw that little runt do was
run players from behind, or use
his stick like a samurai sword on
Phil Sykes or Keith Tkachuk.
Whenever the whistle blew, Bure
was long gone from the scenes of
his crimes. Too bad he's a
skilled player.
And so the book closes on
another disappointing season.
One, two, three...
"Wait until next year!"

Shawn's
Super
Spectacular
Sports Trivia
By Shawn Churchill

Bowes is bright new star on Winnipeg sportscasting scene.
really kill your social life."
highlight packs.
Outside of work, Bowes enjoys
Bowes stayed at TSN for just
over two years. That is where she movies, the theatre, and loves to
travel. She also is currently playing
honed her skills.
"At TSN I was able to cover with a team in Winnipeg's senior
everything from the LPGA to the women's premier soccer league.
Queen's plate. I was also the
"On the other hand, though, the
associate producer for Pat job is justsimply fun. Who wouldn't
Marsden's show, It's Your Call, want to sit up in the press box and
and I did my own freelance work," watch a hockey game and end up
getting paid for it all? The job itself
Bowes said
The job search that finally is a challenge. I'm responsible for
landed her in Winnipeg lasted taking a whole game and
summarizing what is going on for
about eight months.
"I wanted to become an anchor an audience—that's the challenge,"
and in total I must have sent out Bowes says.
Bowes admits the pressure of the
about 12 audition tapes around the
country, but then I heard Rod job can sometimes be tough.
"A night of a game is particularly
(Black) was leaving and I sent my
tape to Winnipeg. A month after tough because we go on air at 11:30
the tape was sent I received the p.m. and almost right up to deadline
call from CKY to come for an I'm editing and still putting together
audition and that was it," Bowes the show. When you make a
deadline, though, it is a big rush, it
explains.
Bowes usually works the 4:30 really makes you feel good," Bowes
p.m. to 12:30 p.m. shift. As an said.
Being the only woman on CKY's
intricate member of one of the best
sports teams in Winnipeg, Bowes sports team doesn't make Bowes
says there are still some downfalls uncomfortable in the least.
"The environment at CKY is
to the job.
"Well, the hours sometimes great! The people are just fantastic
aren't the best. I mean, they can

to work with, and with my

1. Which Winnipeg Jet is
nicknamed "Kitty"?
2. Who has played in more World
Series games than anyone else
and how many has he played in?
3. Who set the record for most
completions in a single NFL
game?
4. Who from the New Jersey Nets
was named to 1991's all rookie
team?
5. Who is ranked second behind
Joe Louis as a leader in the number
of times he successfully defended
the Heavyweight Championship
of the World?
6. Who holds the record as having
the highest goals pergarne average
for a single season in Nit history?
7. At the 1988 Olympic Summer
Games, who won the gold for the
men's long jump?
8. What number did Bo Jackson
wear during his brief stint with
Chicago White Sox?
9. Who was the referee that
stopped the first fight between
Mike Tyson and Razor Ruddick

to start a load of controversy?
10. Which team won the first
World Bowl to be named
champions of the WLAF (World
League of American Football)?

upbringing as a tomboy, I'm
comfortable around guys and
sports," she said
The future for Bowes looks bright_
even though she had rather large

Shawn's Super Scamper. What
is the name of the drug that was
found in Ben Johnson's system
thatevidently stripped him of his

gold medal at the Summer
Olympics in 1988?
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shoes to fill (Rod Black is now
working nationally with CTV).
But, just like in a fairy talc,
those shoes seem to fit Lisa
perfectly..

By Kevin King
For the first time in 23 years, the
intramural floor hockey team
program has been cancelled.
"It's not fair to the students,"
said co-coordinator Jason Rupps.
"We're paying what for
students' fees and there's not much
here for the students.
"In °the:places, you have maybe
a pool and racquetball couns. Here,
our student fees basically go
towards a work gym, Cave music,
and TV in the Tower Lounge."
"What it boils down to is Mickey
Mouse organization," said cocoordinator Dave Bruinooge.
According to intramural director
June Graham the program—which
included about 200 students—had
to be cancelled because of
inflexibility in other departments.
She said the South Gym had

been booked for floor hockey since
Sept. 3. (It can't be played in the
North Gym because the sticks
would damage the floors). The
booking was to run from March 23
to May 27 .
She said when she booked the
gym through the Department of
Government Services, there was a
chance an Employer's Fair being
held, but she couldn't wait for the
decision so she scheduled the
games.
Two days were lost for the Blood
Donor Clinic, another for guest
speaker Eric Stefanson, and two
weeks for Business and Technology
examinations. Another two days—
plus an afternoon for setup—were
lost when it was decided there was
enough interest to hold an
Employer's Fair.
At that point it was shaky, but

still could have been pulled off,
said Graham.
She said the final blow to the
program was when business
department head Adam Moore was
given the gym for electives.
"Right then, I knew it was the
end."
Faced with rescheduling at least
10 games in the span of about two
weeks, including Victoria Day and
bookings for tests, Graham said

she had no choice but to pull the
plug.
"Unfortunately, since I've been
here (about 23 years), them seems
to be a mentality of 'If we can't get
the area we want, instead of
adjusting and adapting, let's go to
the (South) gym.'
"We're backed into a corner. If
we say no, we're overruled anyway.
The physical education department

can't be any more flexible in trying
to nu) programs.
"We're constantly having to
adjust for the business department.
It's bloody frustrating trying to
accommodate others, when no one
else tries," Graham said.
"Nobody shows up (for guest
speakers and lecturers) unless it's
for marks. If you put them in the
lecture theatres, they would be full
and it would look good," Rupps
said
"And the conference booths
(Employer's Fair) would have done
better in the halls," added
Bruinooge.
"Not to be mean to the teachers,
but aren't their programs laid out
ahead of time?" asked Rupps.
"It's a shame. Intramurals are a
big thing here. For some people
it's stress relief, for some it's a

social thing. The technology team
actually had shirts printed up. Now
it's cancelled because of poor
planning," he said.
While a meeting was held this
past Friday to try and "restore some
sanity" to the booking of the gym,
Graham feels a lack of facilities
have contributed to the problem.
"The facilities haven't changed
since I've been here, except for the
fitness-free weight area. In fact,
it's gotten worse since the South
Gym became multi-purpose. I
would wager a bet every
community college of comparable
size in Canada has better facilities
than RRCC," she said.
Anyone entered in the floor
hockey program who hasn' t picked
up their default deposit is
encouraged to bring their receipt
to the South Gym.

CANDIDATE INTERVIEW
GORDON FARDOE
Why should we vote for you?
Because of my experience outside
of school and committees I've sat
on. I have a keen interest in making
the SA succeed, especially as it
goes under board governance. It's
a very exciting time for the college
and the SA, and the foundation
will be set this year. There will be
a lot of positive things happening
next year.
What major challenges do you
anticipate for next year?
One challenge I see is laying down
guidelines and setting policy and
procedures for next year. Because
of board governance, we're going
to be scrutinized more by the
public. We have to be seen as
operating efficiently, and that
includes the handling of how the
SA is run. We need to specify what
employees can and cannot do, and
install checks and balances for what
happens. We need to conduct
ourselves in a more professional
manner.
How would you facilitate the
transition to board governance?
We need a lot of open
communication between the
Dean's office and ourselves. We
want this transition to go as
smoothly as possible - quickly and
easily, and not too many problems.
We also have to set up between the
college and the SA exactly what
will happen.
What does it mean for the college
and students?
It means change, and a lot more
opportunity, because the college
is going to become more accessible
to what's happening in the outside
world. We'll have to be more
responsive to the needs of the
workforce. It also opens the door
to being accepted as a separate
educational institution, and not as
another government department. I
don't think people realize how

many people are graduates of
RRCC.
What does "open door policy"
mean to you?

I've worked with it before, and
I've found that it's one of the most
effective systems. It clears up a lot
of matters a lot quicker. It's so
much a part of my philosophy, it's
not even an issue. I haven't seen it
utilized that much last year. You
see an open door policy, you see
more participation. I think people
wonder what kind of qualifications
I have. I've got six years of business
experience. Policies like this work
well outside the school - there's no
reason they shouldn't work well
here. The most important thing is I
have the qualifications.
What have you done for the
Students Association so far?
I've sat on the association as a
council member. I've worked at
the Red Cross Clinic and for the
Alumni Association. I'm extremely
excited about the Alumni
Association. It's a wonderful
opportunity to bring the community
back to the college.
How much time do you expect
being President to take?
Anywhere frim 15 to 45 or 50 hours
a week, depending what's going
on. It's a big job, with a lot of
responsibilities. And I'll also have
to be on top of getting my studies
completed.
What other experience do you
have?
I learned the most about the open
door policy when I was Assistant
Manager at Tip Top. I had to handle
policies, procedures, and staffing
problems.
Is there anything else you'd like
to add?
I can see a change in the college
now, and once we get going, the
SA and the college will have to
work together.

CAMPAIGN
SPEECHES
May 12, 1992
11-1 pm Tower Lounge
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Getting Candid With the Candidates
'FISH NELSON
Why should we vote for you?
I don't want to make any promises,
but I would do the best job possible,
and work with the other members of
council. You really have to know
how this job works. You're not just
there for a game - you're there for
the student body.
What do you have to offer over
your opponent, Jayne Gilbert?
I believe the best thing I have to
offer is that I am taking PR, and it's
a PR position. I have PR experience:
the work in the course. It's exactly
like in the field. I also work well
with people. I know how to write a
press release. And if there was some
sort of emergency, I've been trained.
You can always jump into the job,
but it's better when you know the
proper and correct way to do it I
know the correct way to go about
things. As for experience - it isn't
necessary, but it is.
I would also really love to help
someone the way (current PR
director) James (Ridgway) helped
Jane Truscott.
How much time do you think you
would spend working on
appeals???
I guess that depends on the situation.
rm ready to put in a lot of extra
hours.
What would you say are the
specific duties of the PR position?
I would say writing press releases,
dealing with anything involved with
the media, and problems the students
have.
After being told appeals is not, in
fact, part of her job description,
but of the vice-president's:
If someone comes to me and wants
my help, I'm going to do everything
I can.
What major challenges do you
anticipate for next year' s council?
It depends on what comes up.
Anything, anything at all could
happen next year. With Don Hillman
gone, there will be a lot of new
people who are going to have to
learn a lot of new stuff.

students feel it's too far to walk all
that way into the school. There am
a lot who are very interested. I've
What other education do you heard there's an empty office out
there. But even if we couldn't get
have?
I graduated in 1988, and took my an office, how about a table? Or
How is that different from your
first year of university at U of W in get stuff in the Projector "This is
regular duties?
1988-89. Then I took a year off what's happening."
My understanding of the job is that
What does board governance
you only have to put in 1 hour a day. before coming hem.
mean for the college?
My definition is different from that
because instead of just one hour, Is there anything else you would It's going to be totally different,
because we're going to have to
like to say?
there will definitely be a lot of times
fight for funding. If the SA is
I'd just like to get people in the
I'm there at night, before school,
strong next year, we can build a
school to come on out and vote,
and at lunch.
really strong alliance with
because only 300 people voted last
administration. It will be better for
year.
How
students,
much
staff,
time
and the
d o
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school schedule is going to be posted
on the door. I'll be in my office
whenever I don't have class, as often
as I can.
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center,

What relevant experience do you
have?
My experience isn't in Public
relations, but I do have experience

Tuition's going to go up. That will
definitely go up.

working with people.

What does board governance
mean for the SA?
It could have its benefits. You have
the board. You're not going to be
directly responsible to the
government We're going to have to
lobby the government for funding.
What does an "open door policy"
mean to you?
First, it means the door is always
open. Come on in. Second, my

the
Projector,
CMOR.
The SA
gives
students
a lot of
cut:au-Os
they wouldn't have otherwise. I'd
also like to look into getting a
school team for basketball
volleyball, or floor hockey. Or
more involvement in intramurals
What courses have you taken?
I think it's an advantage that I've
taken so many different courses
hem. I've been at U of M, and had
two years here. I haven't really
found my niche, so next year I'm
taking a mixture of Creative
Communications, Computer
Analyst Programming, and
Business Administration.
How would you deal with the
next SA Business Manager?
I know a lot of people who are
really concerned. I think, for the
next one, we'll have to do a lot of
marketing. Hopefully they'll be a
very personable person. I also
think the budgeting system next
year should be more flexible. As
for what happened last year,
there is a formal structure in the

North 694-9578 *South 269-8800

What is going to happen as the
college goes under board
governance?
That's going to be a big change.

What is board governance?
I guess it's a board of governors.
And you're going to have that board
making decisions. Most importantly,
it's going to mean higher tuition.

yearbook, and on the school
newspaper.

What experience do you have in
the work force?
Unfortunately, I don't want to name

businesses where I've worked. It's
my private life, and no one else's
business.
After asking her a second time:
What does that have to do with it?
What have you done that is related
to the college?

I've worked at CMOR doing
commercials, getting stuff together,
and writing for the Projector.
What other school-related stuff
have you done?
I worked on my high school

'Previously Zip Lockers

JAYNE GILBERT
Why should we vote for you?
I have a lot of experience outside

RRCC. I'm not on council, so I'm
bringing fresh ideas that haven't
been tried before. I've been part of
groups who like the SA and
dislike the SA, so I can see both
sides of it. A lot of students have a
lot of great ideas, but they don't
feel they can take it to them. I
think the SA is doing a great job
for students, but I don't think the
students know about iL Most
students don't have the time or
desire to find out what's available
to them.
How would you make the SA
more accessible?
I think we should have a very

prominent suggestion box. If
students have a great idea for a
social, or whatever, they have a
place to take it The SA tends to
be all Business Admin. The Tech

SA, but things were done very
informally.
What does an "open door policy"
mean?
That's where the office in
Technology comes in. It says, "the
SA is here for you. Tell us how we
can help you."
What are your qualifications?
I've been on the student executive in
high school for two years, where I
chaired the events committee and
worked on the advertising
committee. I sit on the board of
Activity Coordinating at Big Sisters,
where we organize parades and a
picnic for 500 little sisters. I aLso
work for Citizen's Advocacy, which
has people act as the voice for a
mentally handicapped person. My
major is in marketing and
advertising I also think taking
classes out of a couple of different
courses is a definite benefit to
students because it lets me sec more
of them.
Why are you running for this
position?
A couple of people just said, Jayne,
you could do it, why don't you run?
I want to work with the SA,
administration, the students, and the

business community to make sure
RRCC isn't a slack school.
AMY HO
Why should we vote for you?
I have lots of relevant experience, and
I can get the job done. With beard
governance, the suiden is are struggling
to survive in hard ecenom ic times. I'm
starting a food bank, and I'm also
lobbying for studen t loans to be revised
What does Board Governance
mean for the college?
The SA will have to remain
independent from the board of
governors, and workside-by-side with
them.
What other changes do you foresee
next year?
I'd like to have a new policy on
procedure implemented for SA staff when they take coffee, lunch.
What changes do you see for the SA
constitution?
Our constitution in many regards is

outdate/I A lot of clubs on campus
think it's not fair for them.
What is an "open door" policy?
I think that's your job. You're paid by
the students.
How many times were you on the
Appeals Committee?
I sat on 2 appeals.
How long have you been on the
daycare Ward? Do you See a conflict
of interest, since your son attends,
and it's partly funded by the SA?
I've been on the daycare bodied for 6
months. I think it's a benefit to have a

child - I can relate to people with
children. As forconflict of interest: no.
I probrably won't be on it next year.
What did you do on the MS
committee?
I arrange all the volunteers, gather
them up, and train them in handling
cash.
-SA sources confirm that Ho was not
on the Finance committee this year,
she only sat in on two meetings. Due
to lack of time, we could not get her
comment.
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To Sublet Large 1 bedroom corner
suite. All utilities included.
Laundry facilities. Outdoor pool
and sauna. Balcony. Located
across from Polo Park. Call 7740539.
Furnished 1 bedroom basement
suite. Available immediately. Call
694-3606.
For Rent Share 2-bedroom, 3story spacious house with two
females. $200/month all utilities
included. Near RRCC. Call 6335048.
For Rent Basement Suite near
RRCC. Very large space fully

furnished.. Shared kitchen w/
dishwasher. Phone & parking
included. All utilities paid.
Laundry facilities included. Call
Carol at 832-9695.
Sublet: Garden City 2 bedroom
apartment. Possession flexible.
Includes insuite washer/dryer,
fridge, stove, dishwasher PLUS
air conditioning, balcony, storage,
security system. Next to park,
shopping & bus. S598 negotiable.
Call 339-7674.
Shared Accommodation: Wanted:
Quiet, responsible N/S male or
female to share large 4-bedroom
house in River Heights. Great bus
routes. Share with 3 mates.
Available at once. $275/month.
Call 488-6914.
Place your housing ad in the
Projector at no charge. Call the
Students' Assoc. at 632-2375 or
the Projector at 632-2479 and give
information.

Dishwasher $125; loveseat &
couch (matching) $200; swivel

rocker $25. All in good condition.
Call 736-2631.
Grad Dress: Blue, worn once &
dry-cleaned. Strapless or with
jacket. Asking $85. Call 736-2631.

SERVICES SERVICES SERVICES
Word processing services. St.
Boniface/St. Vital area. Call
Debbie at 233-5741 anytime.
Tutoring: English Language Skills.
Essays,projects,papers,etc.E.S.L.
all levels. Certified experienced
teacher. Call 774-7138.
Experienced child care worker will
take care of your child in my home
Mon.-Fri. in the Tyndall Park area.
Hot lunches, snacks, games, toys,
fenced yard, and lots of TLC for
your child. $17/day. References
upon request Receipts available.
Call Doreen at 697-2163.

VOLUNTEERS
A volunteer who enjoyes running
is needed to act as a guide runner
for a visually impaired person.
Flexible times, 2 or 3 times at week.
Call the Volunteer Centre at 4775180.
An archivist is required to catalogue
and file a collection of photos and
articles of early Manitoba.
Weekdays. Call the Volunteer
Centre at 477-5180.
A volunteer who enjoys young
children & babies is required
weekdays in downtown/westend
of city. Call 477-5180 if you are
interested.
The Day Care Volunteer Program
urgently requires volunteers to
work with young children in inner
city daycare centres. For more info
call the Coordinators at 475-8775.
Volunteers are needed for the
Children's Festival. Call 477-5180
if you are interested.

BILL 16: THE ACT TO PROTECT THE
HEALTH OF NON-SMOKERSBill 16 is a Private Members Act which was proclaimed
in force April 22, 1991. This Act pertains to "enclosed
public areas" which is defined as "a place open to
members of the public and located in an enclosed
area." There are many establishments that are identified in the Act including: "any part of an educational
institution or educational facility that is normally open
to students or members of the public." (Sec.1) Thus
RRCC falls under the jurisdiction of this legislation.
The public areas of the college are: hallways, alcoves,
stairwells, entrances, washrooms, the library, and
shipping and receiving areas The legislation does not
permit smoking in these areas Smoking is allowed in
the cafeterias where no greater than 50% of the area
is designated as a smoking area. Every person who
contravenes a provision of this Act is guilty of an
offence and liable on summary conviction to a fine of
not more than $100 for a first offence and not more
than $500 for each subsequent offence. The college
is working towards obtaining appropriate signs to
indicate public areas but the Act does not make it a
requirement. Therefore, those areas which have in
the past been designated for smoking: eg. the alcoves
of D, E, and F buildings are now non-smoking areas.
There has been a great deal of confusion about where
and where not to smoke. Therefore, it is hoped that
this information will clarify everything.

Desktop Publishing & word
processing service. Call Catherine
at 668-0594.
Grads! Name & address listing for
any profession or business
organization found in Canada.
Professional pkg. includes
resumes, letters of application,
printed address labels, 9x12
envelopes. Delivery. Fees start
under $25. Call 452-4968.
Typing Services: Term papers,
essays, reports. Two blocks from
RRCC. Drop papers off on lunch
or break. Call Caroline between 8
am & 5 pm at 633-7766.
Professional Typist. 65 WPM.

$1.50 per double-spaced page. Call
Pam at 231-3381.
Word Processing. Pick up &
delivery. The fourth paper is free
(10 pg. max.) Rate: $1.75/page
negotiable. Rush Jobs Accepted.
Call Myrna at 467-2515.

•
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First Class Car Care. For Students
by Students. Brakes, Oil & Lube,
Tune-ups, welding, minor repairs,
etc. Why Pay More? Call Dan or
Jay at 774-2568.
Parents of Children with Attention
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder are
invited to an information evening
on Monday, May 11 from 7:309:30 pm, 1080 Portage Ave.
Special guest speakers are Carolee
Neufeld and John Neufeld.

Let Winnsery design a rewarding
experience for you that will make
a difference to an adult living with
a mental handicap. Volunteer
opportunities include participating
in recreational/leisure activities,
teaching lifeskills, performing
minor household repairs, or
supporting Winnsery through
committee involvement. Call for
details at 783-8654.

wo.

MESSAGES
To MW, TK & MC: Thanks for
everything. It sure would have been
rough if I didn't have you three to
talk to. Thanks again-TN
P.S. Whaddya mean he ain't got no
WOK??? What kind of place is
thisreettte

Happy Happy Happy Birthday
to...the
one,
the
only,
Kapac.

You never really learn how to swear
until you learn how to drive.

To the Cute Butt in the Cave: I
want to have your baby! Baaddd!
-the Redhead

Is it just me, or are exams lasting

longer than the hockey playoffs?
ARRRGGGGGHHHHHITH!!!!

You have a romantic evening
planned but something is missing?
Where are the condoms?! Visit
the Kids in the Hall, Friday, noon,
the Cave.

Jeff & Sheila How's life on the
Mound? Loved the geese and the
hospitality.-Kim & Ray

Happy Birthday MJP. You're the
best of the bunch!-the gals

Krystyl & Kevin: Had your shots
lately? Just think, you'll be laughing
whle the rest of us get m iserable.Al lthe Healthy Cre-Comms

•

LAST CHANCE!
GRADUATION
PHOTOS
Grad photos will be taken on campus:

MAY 11, 12, 13 & 14
Appointments can be booked in
the Students' Association Office, Room DM20 (beside the
Cave). A $5.35 sitting fee will be
required at that time.
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